Manual of Multi-function lnduction Cooker

Model: MC-STW1501

Thank you for purchasiong the Midea induction cooker. Please this instuction
manual carefullybefore using and keep it cautiously in order to refer to in future
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be
followed including the following:
1. Read all instructions before use the induction cooker.
2. Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs.
3. To protect against electrical shock do not immerse cord, plugs in water or
other liquid.
4. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
5. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow to cool before
putting on or taking off parts.
6. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the
appliance malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Return
appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair,
or adjustment.
7. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance
manufacturer may cause injuries
8. Do not use outdoors.
9. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
10. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.
11. Extreme caution must be used when moving an applian ce containing hot oil
or other hot liquids.
12. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
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22.Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party
responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority
to operate the equipment

Product Introduction
Midea MC-STW1501 series multi-functional induction cookers, with microcomputerized control and complete functions, are able to meet various
kinds of cuisine demands by electromagnetic heating, really the optimal
choice.

Designations of parts
Airvent
Ceramic plate

Supply cord

Control panel

MC-STW1501
Air entry

Performance Parameters
Model

Applied
voltage/frequency

Rated
power

Dimension
(mm)

Weight
(kg)

MC-STW1501

120V～/ 60Hz

1500W

330x390x63

3.36

Operation Instructions
1. Put the pot on the cooker
Put the pot which has food on the center of the ceramic plate.
Make sure the air vent and the air entry are not blocked and there are
not metallic objects around the cooker
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2. Plug in

After the power supply is connected, the buzzer sounds.
3. Turn on
Press the “ON/OFF” key, the buzzer sounds and the “ON/OFF” indicator
lamp light, the lamp-house become blue, the level 1 firepower flickers,
indicating that the unit is in a state of standby.
4. Heating
The unit is in a state of standby, press the “∧” or “∨” key, the “ON/OFF”
indicator lamp light, the lamp-house become blue, and “PAN” indicator
flickers, the unit start the heating mode.
Under the heating function, the unit perceive the cooker, the “PAN” indicator
extinguish, the lamp-house become to red. If remove the cooker, “PAN”
indicator flickers, the lamp-house become to blue.
The default heating is level 1, you can adjust the heating by pressing the
“∧”or “∨” key.
5. Keep Warm
Press the “keep warm” key when the unit is in a state of standby, the buzzer
sounds, “warm” indicator lights, indicating that the unit is in keep warm state.
The default time for keep warm is 60mins, control the food in the 60±20℃.
Can be cancelled the keep warm function by pressing the “keep warm” key,
if pressing the “∧” or “∨” key. You can exit the keep warm function and enter
into the Heating.
6. Lock
Press the “Lock” key for 3 second, the buzzer sounds. The “Lock” indicator
lights, indicating that the unit is in lock state.
Under the lock state, if press other key, The “Lock” indicator flickers, prompt
the operation is inefficacy.
Under the lock state, Press the “Lock” key for 3 second, the buzzer sounds.
The “Lock” indicator extinguish, indicating that the unit is exit the lock state.
7. Timer
Under the heating or keep warm state, press the “timer” key, the buzzer
sounds. ”MIN” indicator lights, the timer indicator flicker and display “00”,
indicating that the unit enter into the timer mode.
You can press the “∧” or “∨” key to adjust the time in the range of 1-99mins.
pressing the “∧” or “∨” key and short , the time can increase or decrease
1 minute , pressing the “∧” or “∨” key and hold , the time can increase or
decrease 1 minute.
Stop the “∧” or “∨” key after 5 second，the timer indicator display steadily,
confirm the currently timer.
Under the time state you can cancelled the timer by pressing the “timer” key.
the buzzer sounds. The ”MIN” indicator extinguish, the timer indicator don't
have any display, indicating that the unit exit the timer mode and return the
default time working state.
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When the timer return to 0, the unit shut down automatically, and the buzzer
sounds for 5 times.
IF the unit have not set the timer or set the time is “00”. The defalut time of
turn off for every level are shown in the following table:
Heating level

1

2

3

4

5

6

Defalut time for
turn off(hours)

2

2

2

2

2

2

8. Shut down
Press the "ON/OFF" button in the standby state or working state, the
buzzer will sound and the cooker will in off mode.
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Suitable cookware

Iron oil frying
pan

Stainless steel por

Iron pan

Enamel stainless
steel kettle

Enamel cooking
utensil

Iron pIate

Iron kettle

1. Please use the pots sold along with the unit by recommend. It is better

not to use other alternatives so as to avoid any unfavorable influence
on the operational performance. If using other pots, please observe the
following conditions:
Requirement for pot materials: containing magnetic inducting materials;
Shape requirement: plat bottom, with the diameter within the range of
12 cm and 18 cm.
2. After first use, some white spots would appear at the bottom of the pot.
This is normal. Please pour some vinegar into the pot, heat it at about
60-80℃, then wipe the spots away with brush.
3. The induction cooker can identify mostly pot except the non-magnetism
steels.
4. If the have no cookerware or the unsuitability cookerware. The buzzer
sounds about 10 seconds, it will turn off.

Cleaning and Maintenance
Please pull out the plug and wait the remain heat is cool before maintenance.

1. Ceramic panel and control panel
Slight stains: Please wipe off plate with soft moistened cloth .
Tough stains: Please clean with soft moistened cloth dipped in little
toothpaste or neutral liquid cleaner and clean with soft moistened cloth
until no residue exists.
During the cleaning, never clean the cooker surface with a rigid brush.
2. The induction cooker body shall be cleaned lightly with soft dry cloth.
The dust around the air entry and air outlet can be cleaned with a
flexible brush or cleaner.
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Trouble shooting
1. Power cord replacement
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be repaired by the manufacturer or
authorized service agent.
2. Trouble shooting

The Lamp-house indicator
lights up, but heating does
not start.

Special Declaration
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